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ABSTRACT

Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) are expected in improvingroad safety and traffic conditions, in which security is essential. In
VANETs, the authentication of the vehicular access control is a crucial security service for both inter-vehicle and vehicle-RSU (road
side unit) communications. Meanwhile, vehicles also have to be prevented from the misuse of the private information and the attacks
on their privacy. There is a number of research work focusing on providing the anonymous authentication with preserved privacy in
VANETs. In this paper, we specifically provide a survey on the privacy-preserving authentication (PPA) schemes proposed for VANETs.
We investigate and categorize the existing PPA schemes by their key cryptographies for authentication and the mechanisms for privacy
preservation. We also provide a comparative study/summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the existing PPA schemes. Lastly,
the open issues and future objectives are identified for PPA in VANETs. Copyrightc© 2013 Huang LU
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1. INTRODUCTION

A Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) is a mobile network that
employs moving vehicles as nodes to provide communications
among vehicles and nearby fixed Road Side Units (RSUs) [1]. A
VANET is similar to a Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET), which
turns every participating vehicle into a wireless router or node,
allows vehicles in an approximately 300-meter range to connect
with each other. A VANET is distinguished from MANETs for
the points as follows [2].

• Due to high speed movement of vehicles, and frequently
disconnected network caused by high speed movement, A
VANET has highly dynamic topologies.

• Vehicular nodes in a VANET have sufficient energy and
storage for communication, and the vehicles have longer
transmission range compared to the ones in MANETs.

• VANETs are subject to geographical type of communication
with mobility modeling and prediction on predefined roads.

• Delay constraint is strict in the VANET communication, e.g.,
in collision avoidance and life-critical related situations.

As mobile wireless devices and wireless networks become
increasingly influential in recent years, the demand for Vehicle-
to-Vehicle (V2V) communication and Vehicle-to-RSU (V2R)
communication increases continuously.

VANETs are utilized for a broad range of safety applications
(such as collision warnings and traffic information), and
non-safety applications (such as road navigation and mobile
infotainment). Due to the possibility of accidents and life-critical
situations, the secure exchange of information among vehicles
is essential [3]. Security issues have received a great attention
in VANETs. Authentication is a crucial security service for
VANETs in both inter-vehicle and vehicle-RSU communication.
On the other hand, vehicles/drivers have to be protected from
the misuse of their private information and the attacks on
their privacy, where they are capable of being investigated
from accidents or liabilities. Especially, the safety applications
require a strong mutual authentication, because most of the
safety-related messages may contain life-critical information [4].
Thus, privacy-preserving authentication (PPA) is required for
secure communication in VANETs, which prevents malicious
vehicles abusing anonymous authentication techniques to achieve
malicious goals or escape from their liabilities.

In this paper, different from general security solutions, we
specifically provide a survey on the PPA schemes proposed for
VANETs, by emphasizing classifications of the existing literature,
developing a perspective on PPA, and evaluating trends. So
far, many PPA schemes have been proposed for VANETs in
the literature in recent years, e.g., [5–9]. We investigate and
summarize the characteristics of PPA, and categorize the existing
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Figure 1. An illustration of VANET architecture

PPA schemes by their key cryptographies and the mechanisms of
privacy preservation. Furthermore, we address the open issues and
challenges for PPA to promote further research under this topic,
and to help vehicular industry develop/adopt the appropriate PPA
schemes for practical use.

The rest parts of this survey are organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the network architecture and issues of PPA,
as well as provides the attack models against PPA and the
objectives of designing the PPA schemes in VANETs. Section
3 categorizes the existing solutions of the PPA schemes in
VANETs, by investigating the authentication key cryptographies
and the privacy preservation mechanisms, respectively. In Section
4, several relatively representative PPA schemes are reviewed with
the highlighted motivation and overview. Furthermore, a general
comparative summary of the existing PPA schemes is given for
the various approaches discussed in Section 3. Section 5 points
out the open issues and challenges for the future research in PPA
for VANETs. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. VANET ARCHITECTURE, REQUIREMENTS
AND OBJECTIVES OF PPA

This section describes the fundamental network architecture
and components in the privacy-preserving authentication (PPA)
schemes for VANETs. The potential threats to authentication and
vehicle privacy, as well as the objectives of PPA for VANETs are
introduced afterwards.

2.1. VANET Architecture

A VANET with guaranteed security basically consists of three
network components as shown in Figure 1: vehicles (users), Road
Side Units (RSUs) and Regional Trusted Authorities (RTAs). A
user can be a vehicle or its driver, even the passengers of the
vehicle could be users. In order to achieve physical level security,

usually, vehicles in a VANET are equipped with tamper-resistant
trusted components or tamper-proof device (TPD) [10]. RSUs
are immobile and act as gateways to a VANET, which enables
vehicles to establish connections with the outside networks.
Conventionally, the VANET is separated into different regions
(e.g., states or provinces), and an RTA is assumed to be assigned
in an individual region. The RTA is a trusted party in a VANET
for security, which provides an authenticated recognition to each
vehicle in the network and is queried for investigation in case of
any disputes in the network. The RSUs assist the RTA in queries
for revoking vehicles and in tracking the real identities of vehicles.
In most of the PPA schemes for VANETs, the main functions of
an RTA are shown as follows.

• An RTA acts as a Certificate Authority (CA), who generates
cryptographic keys and domain parameters for the RSUs
and vehicles for mutual authentication in its region, and
delivers these keys to them over secure channels. Upon the
similar responsibilities, the CA may have different names in
the various existing PPA schemes, such as the membership
manager (MM) [5] and the Motor Vehicles Division (MVD)
[8].

• It manages a list of the vehicles of which participations have
been revoked, updates the list periodically, and advertises the
list to the network to isolate the compromised vehicles.

• If a message sent by a vehicle creates a problem on the road,
the RTA is responsible for tracing and identifying the source
of the message to resolve the dispute.

The wireless communication in VANETs is classified mainly
into Vehicle-to-RSU (V2R) communication and Vehicle-to-
Vehicle (V2V) communication. Other communications are
usually assumed to be secure in the existing PPA schemes through
secure channels, such as inter-RSU communication and RSU-RTA
communication.
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2.2. Authentication and Privacy Requirements

The desired secure and trustful data exchange plays a crucial
role in data communication, which must be satisfied with several
security requirements. It is essential to ensure the data accuracy
during communication in VANETs, because the exchanged data
may affect driving and vehicular movements that related to user
safety. Issues and their attack models against PPA are introduced
in the next subsection. Authentication and privacy preservation
are essential to effective security, which may sometimes conflict
with each other. Since access control is generally based on the
identities of users, a desired user authentication should not violate
the privacy requirement of its identity.

According to the above point of view, it is desirable to identify
all the vehicles in a VANET and preserve their privacy at first.
Thus, it is necessary to authenticate the vehicles, which are about
to establish communication in the VANET, to assure authenticity.
Meanwhile, it is required to discover the specific vehicles, which
delivered messages and have to undertake the corresponding
responsibility. A desired VANET fulfills the requirements of
both authentication and privacy preservation at the same time.
Based on [11], we provide the definition of privacy-preserving
authentication (PPA) for VANETs below.

Definition 1
In VANETs, privacy-preserving authentication is any process,
by which a system verifies the approved identity of a user
(vehicle) that wishes to access it, whereas its confidential private
information related to the user of reasonable sensitivities will not
be disclosed.

This definition describes the basic demand on the requirements
of conditional privacy preservation and traceability in PPA, in
which the confidential user information managed in a private
place will not be disclosed to the third parties without the legal
permissions. There exist many researches in the literature focusing
on the commitment of the requirements in PPA. We study the
related work in the next section, and their objectives are to
provide required conditional privacy by using trustful electronic
credentials instead of real identities.

2.3. Attacks on Authentication and Privacy

Once the V2R or V2V communication has been established
for VANETs, many attacks can compromise the wireless
communication channels. Thus, mechanisms resisting these
attacks are required in PPA for VANETs. In this Section, we
investigate the attacks on authentication and privacy preservation,
respectively. We also explain how they can be triggered and the
potential consequences.

Attacks on authentication: There are two following attacks
related to authentication in VANETs as follows [12].

i. Impersonation attack: The attacker pretends to be other
entities. This attack can be performed by stealing other
vehicular entities’ credentials. As a consequence, some
warnings sent to a specific entity would be sent to an undesired
one.

ii. Sybil attack: The attacker uses different identities at the
same time. In this way, e.g., a single attacker could pretend
vehicles to report the existence of a false bottleneck in traffic.

Attacks on privacy: Attacks on privacy over VANETs are
related to illegally gathering the sensitive information about
vehicles [12]. As there is a relation between a vehicle and its
driver, exposure of vehicle’s situation could affect its driver
privacy.

i. Identity revealing attack: Getting the owner’s identity of a
given vehicle could put its privacy at risk. Usually, a vehicle’s
owner is also its driver, so it would simplify getting personal
data about that person.

ii. Location tracking attack: The location of a vehicle in a
given moment, or the path followed during a period of time is
considered as personal data. It allows the attacker to build the
vehicle’s profile and, therefore, tracking its driver.

Mechanisms resisting the attacks described above are required
in PPA for VANETs, where they must satisfy the trade-off
between privacy and traceability.

2.4. Objectives of PPA

The primary objective of PPA is providing mutual authentication
among vehicles in VANETs. However, the access of authen-
tication may lead to exposing the information of vehicles or
drivers, such as location, user IDs and driving patterns, which
is an important interference to the driver privacy. Therefore, it
is essential to preserve driver privacy in the access control of
authentication. Another crucial goal in PPA is guaranteeing the
real-time constraint in VANETs, which is related to the delay
overhead introduced in PPA process. Besides authentication and
privacy preservation, some other objectives are considered and
preferred in the existing work for the effective and efficient PPA.
In this survey, we incorporate the common objectives in the
existing PPA schemes, and focus on the following points in the
PPA schemes for VANETs.
• Anonymity: Anonymity is to achieve user privacy in VANETs.

Individual users (vehicles or drivers) should be protected
against passive attacks from unauthorized observations, i.e.,
eavesdropping on communication.

• Non-repudiation: In VANETs, Non-repudiation is related to a
fact that if a vehicle sends a message, the vehicle cannot deny
that the message was sent by it. Conventionally, by producing
digital signatures for a message, the entity cannot later deny
the message.

• Time constraint: Because of the high mobility of vehicular
movement, strict time constraint is required in VANETs,
which means the lower of delay overhead, the more efficient
of timely communication.

• System Independency: Due to the possibility of infrastructure
unavailability in VANETs, including RSUs and RTAs,
the desired PPA schemes should not query and access
infrastructures so frequently.

• Availability: The solution of a new PPA scheme is desired
neither to overload the communication and computation
ability of a VANET, nor to largely increase the network
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throughput. Meanwhile, the PPA scheme should not induce
new threats to the primitive VANET system.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF THE PPA SCHEMES

There is a number of research work related to privacy-preserving
authentication (PPA) in VANETs during the last decade. Since
the particular actual identities of vehicles are confidential for
privacy preservation in PPA, authentication is generally based on
the encryption/decryption technologies. Thus in this section, we
category the PPA schemes by authentication key cryptographies
and privacy preservation mechanisms, respectively as follows.

3.1. Categorization on Authentication

The common objectives of these PPA schemes are to lower
communication overhead, preserve node anonymity, isolate the
misbehaving nodes, and non-repudiation. In this survey, according
to the key cryptographies applied for authentication in VANETs,
we can category the existing PPA schemes as follows.

i. Symmetric key based authentication (SKBA) schemes:
the SKBA schemes use symmetric key cryptographies for
message authentication, such as [6] and [13]. In conventional
SKBA schemes, each node uses its own key or a shared
group key for creating/verifying message authentication codes
(MAC).

ii. Asymmetric key based authentication (AKBA) schemes:
the AKBA schemes use public key cryptographies (PKC)
or digital signatures for signing/verification in authentication.
The public/private key pair can be the group-based public
key with multiple corresponding private keys, or the node’s
own public key with the individual private key for the
digital signature. Meanwhile, according to the probability and
frequency of infrastructure access (e.g., RSUs and RTAs), we
can further category AKBA schemes as follows.

• Public Key Infrastructure based (PKI-based) authentication
schemes: the PKI-based schemes require infrastructure access
frequently to verify certificates, revoke keys or gather new
keys, such as [5] and [14]. Conventional PKI-based schemes
require additional communication to manage the Certificate
Revocation Lists (CRLs), which causes heavy overheads.

• Identity based (ID-based) authentication schemes: the ID-
based schemes have been proposed to reduce communication
overheads by using ID-based crypto-systems in authentica-
tion, such as [15] and [8]. Conventional ID-based schemes
simplify the certificate management process by using the
vehicle’s identity in signing and verification for digital sig-
natures.

3.2. Categorization on Privacy Preservation

In VANETs, vehicles usually do not want their private information
such as name, position, moving routes, and user data to be
revealed, against illegal tracing and user profiling. Thus, the
authorization of the third parties, or the anonymity of user identity
should be supported to preserve privacy in VANETs. On the

other hand, when traffic accidents or certain crimes occur, vehicle
anonymity should be conditional, and the identity information has
to be revealed by the legal authority to establish the liability of
accidents or crimes, which is so-calledconditional privacy[3].
In this survey, according to the different mechanisms applied for
privacy preservation in VANETs, we category the mechanisms for
privacy preservation as follows.

Figure 2. Techniques and mechanisms used in the PPA schemes

i. Authorization-based privacy preservation (ABPP): The
mechanisms used in ABPP usually apply anonymous key
management to preserve privacy in authentication, such as
[16] and [17]. Anonymous key pairs, which do not contain
any information of vehicle IDs, are certificated by the RTA or
CA. In this way, the relationship between the anonymous key
pairs and the actual vehicle identity cannot be discovered by a
third party without a special authorization. Normally, a vehicle
will manage a set of anonymous keys to prevent tracking. The
key point in ABPP is the distribution of authorized materials
among authorities, where authorities access the database of key
management, and match anonymous key pairs with the real
vehicle identities.

ii. Pseudonym-based privacy preservation (PBPP): The
usage of pseudonyms to achieve vehicle anonymity is a
superior solution for privacy preservation to PPA [4], which
intimately links a real-world identity (ID) to the corresponding
pseudonyms, such as [15] and [18]. The pseudonym may
be generated by RSUs, RTAs, the vehicle itself, or even
can be downloaded from a trusted site periodically. The
adoption of pseudonyms in PPA conceals the real-world
identity of vehicles, even though peer vehicles cannot identify
the sender of a specific message, it is still able to authenticate
the sender. By frequently updating the pseudonyms during
communication, PBPP defends legitimate vehicles against
location tracing and user profiling.

Both ABPP and PBPP prevent malicious vehicles from abusing
anonymous authentication techniques to achieve malicious goals
or escape from their liabilities. An ideal PPA scheme in VANETs
must have a mechanism to validate authenticated transmissions
and conditional privacy preservation. In Figure 2, we draw an
intuitional chart to illustrate the techniques and mechanisms used
in the PPA schemes, and their categorizations.
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Figure 3. An illustration of the TSVC scheme, redraw from [6]

4. OVERVIEW AND COMPARISON OF THE
PPA SCHEMES

In this section, representatively, several highly cited approaches
of privacy-preserving authentication (PPA) for VANETs are
reviewed. The motivation and overview of each scheme are
highlighted. Moreover a general up-to-date comparative summary
of the existing PPA schemes is given, based on the various
approaches discussed in the last section.

4.1. PPA Scheme Highlights

So far, a number of the PPA schemes for VANETs have been
proposed. In order to present the features and characteristics of
different type of the PPA schemes for VANETs, here we introduce
relatively representative and highly cited PPA schemes selectively.
For better understanding, we study one PPA scheme for each
type of the PPA schemes categorized in the last section, i.e., the
SKBA-ABPP schemes, the SKBA-PBPP schemes, the AKBA-
ABPP schemes and the AKBA-PBPP schemes, respectively.

4.1.1. TSVC: SKBA-PBPP scheme
An SKBA-PBPP scheme, the Timed efficient and Secure

Vehicular Communication (TSVC) scheme, has been proposed for
VANETs with privacy preservation by X. Linet al. [6]. TSVC
aims at minimizing the packet overhead. The communication
and computation overhead of TSVC is reduced due to the short
message authentication code (MAC) tag attached in each packet
for the packet authentication, by which a fast hash operation is
required to verify each packet.

TSVC is based on TESLA (Timed Efficient Stream Loss-
tolerant Authentication) [19] which needs to perform symmetric
MAC operation at the receiver to authenticate the source of the
message. Each vehicle generates a hash chainh1, h2, ..., hn,
initiated from a random seedS. Each element in the hash chain is
in charge of generating a number of MAC codes for a number of

messages as the cryptographic keys, which will be released after a
short disclosure delayδ. The TSVC scheme is illustrated in Figure
3. For an arbitrary senderO, it generates the MAC tags of the
messages usinghj as the encryption keys. In the data packet sent
by O, whereMj is the safety message,PV ID is the pseudo ID
of vehicleO, Tj is the time when the sender sends the data packet.
Then, the senderO prepares the first key release packetkr P1, by
signing the commitment of the hash chainh1, whereh1 is the key
to generate the MAC tag for messageM1, CertO is the currently
used anonymous public key certificate,SKO is the corresponding
private key toCertO, T ′ is the time when the sender sends the key
release packet, andindex represents the index of the current hash
value in the hash chain. Enlightened by TESLA authentication
protocol, the TSVC scheme only needs to perform symmetric
MAC operation at the receiver, which is sufficient to authenticate
the source of the message.

4.1.2. VAST: SKBA-ABPP scheme
An SKBA-ABPP scheme, the VANET Authentication scheme

using TESLA++ (VAST), has been proposed by A. Studeret
al. [13]. VAST provides multi-hop authentication in VANETs,
by migrating the TESLA protocol [19] to VANETs, named
TESLA++, to achieve efficient message verification and its
management in authentication.

In TESLA++ of VAST, it requires the receiver vehicle to
store a self-generated MAC of the received message MAC code.
The message and the MAC key will not be revealed until the
key expiration. For the privacy preservation, vehicles may use
a given key chain from the trusted authority for the MAC in
TESLA++ to achieve privacy in authentication. Note that, VAST
combines TESLA++ with the elliptic curve digital signature
algorithm (ECDSA) signatures, where ECDSA is utilized for
message non-repudiation if necessary. ECDSA is only performed
when a certain application queries non-repudiation, or TESLA++
authentication fails. In the proposed TESLA++, the sender first
sends the message’s MACMACS along with the key indexi
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Figure 4. An illustration of the VAST scheme, redraw from [13]

and when the key expires, it sends the corresponding message
M , key Ki, andi. The receiver first computes the MACMACR

of using a local secret keyKRecv. This value is stored and later
used for comparison in verification, and the message is accepted
if MAC is identical. The illustration of VAST is shown in Figure
4, where the sender broadcasts an authenticated messageM .
Receivers perform two types of verification:1), a TESLA++
verification in Steps 7, 8, and 9;2), digital signature verification
in Step 10 when the application requires non-repudiation, or Step
13 when TESLA++ authentication fails (possibly due to a lost
MAC) and if CPU utilization is below certain thresholds. The
thresholds provide flexibility within VAST, such that VANET’s
system designers can mold the scheme to meet application needs.

4.1.3. GSIS: AKBA-ABPP scheme
An AKBA-ABPP scheme, by integrating the techniques of

Group Signature and Identity-based Signature (GSIS), has been
proposed for VANETs by X. Linet al. [5]. GSIS provides node
anonymity while allowing for revocable privacy, meanwhile it
does not require extensive and robust infrastructure support.

In GSIS, Group signature is used to secure the communication
between vehicles, where messages can securely and anonymously
be signed by senders. It provides anonymity of the signer and
non-repudiation of authorized third parties. A signature scheme
using ID-based cryptography (IBC) is adopted in RSUs to ensure
authenticity, which uses the identity of each RSU as the public
key for signing messages sent by RSUs. The GSIS scheme for
V2V authentication contains five phases as illustrated in Figure 5,
which is similar to V2R authentication.
• The first phase is the membership registration, in which a

membership manager (MM) generates the vehicle’s private
key.

Figure 5. An illustration of the GSIS scheme, redraw from [5]

• The second phase consists of signing a message. For any given
message, a vehicle signs the message as a function of both the
group public key and the vehicle’s private key.

• Verification of a received message is processed in the third
phase. A time-stamp is first verified, and if passed, signature
verification is processed using the group public key and
certain system parameters. If the message fail at any of
verification steps, the message is simply dropped.

• The fourth phase is for the membership traceability, which
occurs whenever there is a query and the real ID of the
message signer is needed. This phase consists of three steps.
In the first step, A tracing manager (TM) first checks the
validity of the signature and then generates vehicle’s private
key, and then send the query message to the MM in the second
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step. In the third step, the MM looks up the actual ID of the
vehicle for investigation.

• The last phase is the membership revocation.

4.1.4. PACP: AKBA-PBPP scheme
An AKBA-PBPP scheme, the Pseudonymous Authentication-

based Conditional Privacy (PACP) scheme, has been proposed
for vehicular communications by D. Huanget al. [8]. The
construction of PACP is based on pairing of identity-based
encryption (IBE), which is a mathematical structure based
on elliptic curve crypto-system (ECC) assumptions. The main
contribution of PACP is to allow vehicles to generate provably
anonymous and computationally efficient pseudonyms to ensure
conditional privacy.

Figure 6. An illustration of the PACP scheme, redraw from [8]

In PACP, vehicles interact with RSUs to help them
generate pseudonyms for anonymous authentication and provide
conditional privacy to the vehicles in VANETs. Pseudonym
generation for a vehicle requires three types of entities, namely,
the vehicle, the MVD (Motor Vehicles Division, i.e., the RTA or
CA), and the RSU. The interaction between these three entities is
illustrated in Figure 6. A vehicleVa provides the required identity
information to the MVD as part of the registration process. Then,
the MVD issuesVa a ticket. The ticket uniquely identifiesVa,
however, it does not revealVa’s true identity. When moving
on the road,Va authenticates itself with the nearest RSU and
obtains a pseudonym token. Then,Va uses the token to generate
its pseudonyms. Note that, the RSU does not learn any private
information of the vehicle. As a result, the RSU is unaware of the
vehicle’s true identity, and only can map a ticket to a pseudonym
token and the generated pseudonym. For authentication, PACP
consists of three building blocks based on an IBE scheme [20],
namely, registration, generation, and extraction.

4.2. PPA Schemes: Security Analysis

The security efficacy of the PPA schemes relies on the applied
cryptographies and key managements in different encryption
algorithms, where the encryption algorithm is secure if the
corresponding cipher-text cannot be decrypted without the
corresponding keys. However, the security of the encryption
algorithms cannot be compared because of different encryption

types, key/cipher sizes and algorithm steps. Thus in this paper,
in order to analysis the security of the existing PPA schemes, we
investigate the cases when an adversary (attacker) exists in the
network introduced in Section 2.3, and detail the solutions and
countermeasures against various adversaries and attacks.

4.2.1. Solutions to Attacks on Authentication
In the PPA schemes, authentication is guaranteed by applied

cryptographies, which deal with this attack model on PPA.
According to the classifications in Section 3, in SKBA
schemes, symmetric key cryptographies are applied for message
authentication, where the messages are usually protected by
authentication codes. Whereas in AKBA schemes, asymmetric
key cryptographies are applied for message authentication,
where messages are usually bounded with the corresponding
digital signatures. Both the authentication codes and the digital
signatures withstand the attacks on authentication, based on
the applied cryptographies and the corresponding encryption
keys. In this way, the adversaries cannot generate the correct
authentication codes or digital signatures for the recipients to
trigger the attacks on authentication.

4.2.2. Solutions to Attacks on Privacy
In the PPA schemes, privacy preservation is guaranteed by

applied anonymity techniques, which deal with this attack model
on PPA. For ABPP mechanisms, anonymous key managements
are applied for privacy preservation, where the certificated
anonymous key pairs are usually used for authentication. Whereas
for PBPP mechanisms, vehicle anonymity is used for privacy
preservation, where the corresponding vehicular pseudonyms
are usually generated for cryptographies in authentication. The
adoption of the the ABPP and PBPP mechanisms conceals the
real-world identities of vehicles in the VANET communications,
which defend the legitimate vehicles against location tracing and
user profiling from the adversaries.

4.3. PPA Schemes: Summary and Comparison

For an overall recognition and identification to the development of
the PPA schemes so far, we provide an up-to-date comprehensive
summary of the existing PPA schemes in the literature, shown in
Table I. We arrange the existing PPA schemes in a chronological
order in the table, in which their categories and security
requirements are listed based on the explanations in Section 2 and
3. We then categorize them by the key cryptographies and privacy
preserving mechanisms applied in these PPA schemes, based on
the classifications in Section 3. As mentioned in the last section,
the security efficacy of the PPA schemes relies on the applied
cryptographies and key managements in different encryption
algorithms, which is hard to compare. Thus, we mainly focus on
the feasibility in VANETs and the computational efficiency of the
PPA schemes, in the comparative summary of the existing PPA
schemes.

In Table I, “Yes/No” indicates whether or not the proposed
scheme satisfies the related security requirements to PPA. “©/△”
indicates whether or not the proposed PPA scheme is efficient in
communication and computation to meet the time constraint in
VANETs, where© means low delay overhead, and△ means high
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Table I. Comparative summary of the existing PPA schemes

PPA scheme
(in chronological order)

Key cryptographies
for

authentication

Mechanism
for privacy

preservation

Related security requirements

Anonymity
Non-

repudiation
Time

constraint
System

independency

GSIS [5], 2007 PKI-based AKBA ABPP Yes Yes © Low

Hybrid [21], 2007 PKI-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes △ High

ECPP [16], 2008 ID-based AKBA ABPP Yes Yes △ Low

Kamatet al. [22], 2008 ID-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes © Low

PPGCV [23], 2008 SKBA ABPP Yes No △ High

PPAA [24], 2008 ID-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes △ High

TSVC [6], 2008 SKBA PBPP Yes No © Low

Zhanget al. [25], 2008 ID-based AKBA ABPP No No © Low

Xi et al. [26], 2008 PKI-based AKBA PBPP Yes No △ Low

RAISE [7], 2008 SKBA PBPP Yes Yes © Low

Choi et al. [27], 2009 ID-based AKBA ABPP Yes Yes © Low

TACK [28], 2009 PKI-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes △ Low

VAST [13], 2009 SKBA ABPP No Yes △ High

ESAP [29], 2010 ID-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes © Low

PASS [14], 2010 PKI-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes △ Low

Salemet al. [30], 2010 PKI-based AKBA ABPP No No △ Low

Sunet al. [15], 2010 ID-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes © Low

Tan [31], 2010 ID-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes △ High

Biswaset al. [32], 2011 ID-based AKBA ABPP No Yes © Low

PACP [8], 2011 ID-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes © Low

Chaurasiaet al. [33], 2011 PKI-based AKBA ABPP No No © Low

MAPWPP [34], 2011 ID-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes © Low

PAACP [17], 2011 PKI-based AKBA ABPP No Yes △ Low

Burmesteret al. [35], 2012 SKBA PBPP Yes Yes △ Low

Lu et al. [18], 2012 ID-based AKBA PBPP Yes No © High

SPA [36], 2012 PKI-based AKBA ABPP Yes Yes △ High

LPP [37], 2012 PKI-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes © Low

CPAS [9], 2012 ID-based AKBA PBPP Yes Yes © Low

delay overhead. “High/Low” indicates the level of infrastructure
support for PPA in the proposed scheme, where “High system
independency” means the proposed scheme needs comparatively
less infrastructure access, in both protocol initialization and
PPA process of communication, and vice versa. The values of
the summarizing items in Table I are decided based on our
opinions on the references, which are related to the steps of
verification calculations and the complexity of cryptographies. For
convenience, the acronyms and notations used in Table I are listed
in Table II.

Additionally, based on the study of the PPA schemes in Table
I, we can further sum up the characteristics in each type of the
PPA schemes categorized in Figure 2 of Section III, i.e., the
SKBA-ABPP schemes, the SKBA-PBPP schemes, the AKBA-
ABPP schemes and the AKBA-PBPP schemes, in the following
Table III. Similarly to the notations in Table I, “©/△” indicates
whether or not this type of the PPA schemes are adequate or
potential to achieve the related security requirements, where△

means the corresponding type of the PPA schemes still have room
to develop.
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Table II. Acronyms and notations in Table I

Character Explanation

AKBA : Asymmetric key based authentication

SKBA : Symmetric key based authentication

ABPP : Authorization-based privacy preservation

PBPP : Pseudonym-based privacy preservation

Yes / No : Whether or not the proposed scheme satisfies the related security requirements to PPA.

© / △ : Whether or not the proposed scheme is efficient in communication and computation to meet the
time constraint in VANETs.

High / Low : The level of infrastructure support for PPA in the proposed scheme.

Table III. Summary of characteristics in the four categories of PPA

PPA type
Related security requirements

Anonymity Non-repudiation Time constraint System independency

SKBA-ABPP schemes △ © △ ©

SKBA-PBPP schemes © △ © △

AKBA-ABPP schemes △ © △ ©

AKBA-PBPP schemes © △ © △

5. OPEN ISSUES AND CHALLENGES FOR
VANET PPA

The current IEEE standard for VANET security, IEEE 1609.2
[38], provides guidelines as a framework for secure message
formats and message process in VANETs. However, IEEE 1609.2
does not provide any specific security protocol for use. Although a
number of privacy-preserving authentication (PPA) schemes have
been proposed, several challenges are still need to be dealt with
for the practical PPA of secure communications in VANETs.

Infrastructure-free design of PPA: Most of existing work
in designing PPA schemes requires infrastructure (RSUs, RTAs,
etc.) access and support for protocol initialization, authentication,
or privacy preservation. Especially, mechanisms achieving
conditional privacy preservation in the existing PPA schemes are
mainly realized by of the trusted authority assistance. Generally,
the less frequent of infrastructure support, the higher of system
independency. Infrastructure-free design of PPA is crucial, where
infrastructure support is unavailable for certain scenarios in
VANETs, e.g., at rural countryside or in disaster. Therefore, due to
the possible crisis of infrastructures, designing an infrastructure-
free PPA scheme is an open issue in VANETs.

Trust in PPA: Trust in authentication and communication is
another research issue in VANETs, which refers to trustworthiness
of the authenticating vehicles. Techniques in PPA can guarantee
and identify the data origin by cryptographies, however, the
sensing data might be falsified or juggled by adversaries when
being sensed. Thus, the original vehicle, who transmitted the

false data, cannot be trusted any more. In such cases, detecting
the malicious data in the authentication process is challenging,
meanwhile, the untrustworthy vehicle should be isolated from the
VANET system.

Evaluation metrics & testbeds for security: Currently, the
performance evaluation of VANETs, especially for security and
authentication, still lacks for metrics, simulators and realistic
testbeds. In the existing PPA schemes, security is evaluated
in analysis, rather than real implementations in simulations or
testbeds. Even for the security analysis, there does not exist the
standard metrics for the analysis and evaluation of security yet.
Therefore, the security aware simulations and good metrics are
required in the future research, for examining security levels and
overheads of the PPA schemes in VANETs.

Combination with other networks: Along with the deployment
especially on roads, VANETs are expected to be integrated with
other types of wired or wireless networks, for the purpose of
a wide range of urban network connections. In this situation,
vehicles in a VANET need to authenticate with identities in
other networks, such as Internet and cellular networks. This is
challenging, because of the combination of the VANET PPA
scheme with different authentication schemes used in other
networks.
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6. CONCLUSION

So far, there is a number of research work focusing on
providing the anonymous authentication with privacy preservation
in VANETs. In this paper, we have carried out a survey of
privacy-preserving authentication (PPA) schemes for VANETs,
and studied the development of PPA. We have categorized and
summarized the existing PPA schemes with different aspects
in authentication key cryptographies and privacy preservation
mechanisms. Lastly, we have addressed the open issues and
challenges that can be further investigated in the desired PPA
schemes for VANETs, which indicate that PPA is still a good trend
of research for effective security in VANETs.
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